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You loved your partner more than yourselves

Sun Myung Moon
June 21, 2011
Hoon Dok Hae
Cheon Hwa Gung in Las Vegas on 5.20 by the H.C.

Note: These notes are taken from a Peace TV video clip. They cannot be published as definitive texts and
should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s words. However, they do provide a
good idea of the “spirit” of the message. Rev. Katsumi Kambashi

That day, the majority of the participants were the Westerners who were participating at an Original Divine
Principle workshop in Las Vegas until June 22.

“One cannot forget the fact that they loved their objective partner more than themselves.”

“Happiness cannot be achieved only with humans. You need a good environment.”

“O is ‘OK’ and X is ‘No OK.’ Inside the X, even a small O cannot enter there eternally. Repeat what I said.

But inside O, even it is small, it has a space to hold X.”

“When you pray looking for (answers) with pleasure, your prayer will never be disrupted. There are two kinds of
prayer: prayer in order to receive and that in order to give. When you pray to give, your prayer will never stack up.
Prayer to receive will become bogged in all four directions.”

“(Hyo Jin Nim’s) 10,000 songs are his tearful confession of his repentance on his not trusting Father. Hyo Jin
must have walked the path of the tradition that mother and children love and are united with each other, but he
could not. (Before he passed away) he went to the Cheon Jeong Gung and asked Hoon Mo Nim to give him a
chance to experience the spirit world for two hours so that he could trust nobody but Father.”

“If you do not respond (to God’s will), your ancestors will take you to the spirit world. They will come calling your
name and take you to the spirit world.”

“Only the God of Night teaches me. Even the Five Saints cannot meet the God of Night. Our ancestors known as
the God of Creation which dominated the body of God, and multiplied the seed and humans cannot meet the
God of Night. Are your mind and body fighting against each other? What is your name? (Matthew) Are your mind
and body fighting against each other or united with each other? (They are sometimes united but are always
fighting). Mine too. I did not want to be the successor of Jesus.”

“God is not necessary, Parents are not necessary. The first son is not necessary, and the third son is not
necessary, but the youngest son is necessary even for True Mother, who is Hyung Jin. Also Kook Jin is
necessary too. Two sons.”

“I teach that once married a couple will live together forever in the spirit world. (If one’s husband is in the spirit
world and wife has no son), it is OK to adopt a son but she should never change her husband. If so, a fight will
begin and then there would be no peace. This is logical.”
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